Counting with Oswald. Count with Oswald and Weenie as they go for a picnic in the park!

Notes:
- no page number in the book.
- Access-restricted-item: true.

Boxid: IA131308. Counting the Position. Oswald Jacoby and John R. Crawford, 1970. From The Backgammon Book, Chapter 6 (pp 107-110). © 1970 Oswald Jacoby and John R. Crawford. The count represents the total number of points you would have to move to bear off all your men assuming no waste motion. This of course is hypothetical, since there is always going to be wasted motion due to the fact that you tend to bear off men from the higher-numbered points first, and invariably come down to a position in which first your six point, then your five point, and then the four and three points have no men left on them, so